
Solar Monitoring Systems
With Online Monitoring & Wi-Fi Connectivity



Graphical user interface
Battery fuel gauge, fault finder, balances check
Load controller with prioritized load shedding
Load analyzer with 2 years of Logged Data
Up to 4 sensors/channels can be used to monitor and control different loads or power generation
sources
Calculates battery capacity, according to Peukert’s Exponent
Battery bank voltage adjustable for 12V, 24V, 36V, 48V systems

Battery Monitor Senses
The Battery Monitor Sensor is connected between the battery bank, Inverter, MPPT and Battery Monitor
and comes with a built-in single signal relay. Using locally designed innovative technology, the Sensors
read the current & voltage while the system is operating. These values are displayed in real-time on the
Microcare Battery Monitor LCD display.

Battery Monitor 4 Channel Relay
The Microcare Battery Monitor 4 Channel Relay is designed to control switching of AC and DC loads at
programmable set points. The device is to be used in conjunction with the Microcare Battery Monitor
and battery monitor sensor. The 4 Relays are digitally controlled by the Battery Monitor allowing for
load connect/disconnect capabilities of up to 4 x AC or DC loads @ 10A per channel at the following
voltages: AC - 230VAC, DC - 30VDC. If larger loads are required the unit can be used to switch
contactors.

Online Monitoring
The Microcare Web Logger uploads data to the Internet from selected Microcare products including
the Battery Monitor, MPPT Regulators, BiDirectional Inverters & Three-Phase Pump Controllers. The
data is logged to a secure server via the internet and can be accessed, graphed and monitored from any
location in the world using an internet connected device.

Wi-Fi Connectivity
The Microcare Wi-Fi module is designed to give remote wireless access to selected Microcare products:
Inverters, MPPTs & Three-Phase Pump Controllers. This access will give the user real-time data as well as
the last 24 hours history of the unit making it easier to monitor, change and evaluate the performance.
Configuration of your Microcare device and setting up becomes more accessible and easier with the
Microcare Wi-Fi module, obtaining instant access to the system without the need for an internet
connection.

The Microcare Solar Monitoring System is an All-In-One site management system which will monitor
and control the Microcare MPPT’s and Inverters. Operating as a battery monitor, data logger and
remote display power analyzer the system monitors up to four channels of sensors measuring all
aspects of the power generation and load requirements. This information is used to accurately
determine the condition of the battery and the remaining Amp hours. Information is logged and can
be viewed via the graphical display either as logged entries or graphed screens. The Microcare Solar
Monitoring System can be connected to the internet using the Microcare Web-Logger and viewed
from the Microcare secure online server
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